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openSUSE Linux Unleashed presents comprehensive coverage of the community version of SUSE Linux, one of the most popular and most complete Linux distributions in the world.

 

This book provides detailed information on installing, using, and administering openSUSE. You’ll learn how to unleash the vast array of software products included in openSUSE so that you can use it as a desktop computer, as a professional workstation, or as a powerful server.

 

openSUSE Linux Unleashed includes a broad range of coverage: from using software you need everyday–such as email clients, web browsers, and productivity software including the OpenOffice.org productivity suite–to configuring and administering a wide range of network and server products, such as the Apache web server, and MySQL database.

 

Additionally, this book provides details on openSUSE’s acclaimed YaST administration tools, web programming, networking, and choosing from a wide selection of graphical interfaces and desktop environments, including both KDE and GNOME.

 

	Plan your openSUSE installation based on your computing needs
	Configure and use the X Window System–the Linux graphical interface–and the two primary desktop environments for Linux–KDE and GNOME
	Run OpenOffice.org and other productivity tools
	Create your own websites and weblogs
	Manage the kernel and its modules
	Set up networks
	Run the Apache web server
	Use the LAMP web programming suite: Linux, Apache, MySQL, and the scripting languages Perl, Python, and PHP
	Play music, video, and games
	Preserve an existing Windows installation for dual-boot launching


About the Author



Michael McCallister has spent all of this century and a part of the last making computing easier for the full spectrum of user levels and experience. He is currently a technical writing consultant with Compuware.

 

Michael has run a SuSE Linux desktop at home since version 5.3 and knows firsthand how far the distribution has come over the years. Besides SUSE Linux 10 Unleashed, he is the author of Computer Certification Handbook, published by Arco Press (2000), and his technology stories have been published in places such as Linux Journal, SearchEnterpriseLinux.com, Java Developer’s Journal, Internet Voyager, and Isthmus. He is a senior member of the Society for Technical Communication and the National Writers Union. He blogs about working, writing and open source at Notes from the Metaverse (http://metaverse.wordpress.com).
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Official (ISC)2 Guide to the CSSLP CBK, Second Edition ((ISC)2 Press)Auerbach Publications, 2013

	The text allows readers to learn about software security from a renowned security practitioner who is the appointed software assurance advisor for (ISC)2. Complete with numerous illustrations, it makes complex security concepts easy to understand and implement. In addition to being a valuable resource for those studying for the CSSLP...
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Emergency Vascular Surgery: A Practical GuideSpringer, 2007

	This book provides detailed guidelines to any physician treating patients with emergency vascular disorders. These might include ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysms, acute limb ischemia, vascular trauma, iatrogenic vascular injuries and complications to vascular surgery. The book provides an introduction to vascular surgical operations and...
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Principles of Information SystemsCourse Technology PTR, 2009


	As organizations continue to operate in an increasingly competitive and global marketplace,

	workers in all business areas including accounting, finance, human resources, marketing,

	operations management, and production must be well prepared to make significant contributions

	required for success. Regardless of your future role, you...
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Writing Scientific Software: A Guide to Good StyleCambridge University Press, 2006
The core of scientific computing is designing, writing, testing, debugging and modifying numerical software for application to a vast range of areas: from graphics, meteorology and chemistry to engineering, biology and finance. Scientists, engineers and computer scientists need to write good code, for speed, clarity, flexibility and ease of re-use....
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Web Services Patterns: Java EditionApress, 2003
Web Service Patterns: Java Edition describes architectural patterns  that can guide you through design patterns (service implementation and usage)  and illustrates the different ways in which you can use web services.

Author Paul Monday had two primary goals in writing this book: to show some  interesting design patterns that...
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Lange's Handbook of ChemistryMcGraw-Hill, 1998
Perhaps it would be simplest to begin by stating the ways in which this new edition, the fourth under the aegis of the present editor, has not been changed. It remains the one-volume source of factual information for chemists, both professionals and students—the first place in which to “look it up” on the spot. The aim is to...
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